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Abstract—Representing commonality and variability in the software product line architectures requires extension of the existing representation mechanisms (RMs). Various RMs including Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM) or extensions of the UML notation have been proposed by the well-known software product line (SPL) engineering methods. However, there is no research that analyzes to what extent they can express commonality and variability. This paper conducts an analysis of two representative RMs for the SPL architecture. To that end, first, it surveys various SPL engineering methods and identifies the two common types of RMs: the orthogonal RM type and the integrated RM type. Then it selects a well-known specific RM for each type: the mechanism of Pohl et al. and the KobrA mechanism. Then for analysis of the RMs various perspectives are derived from the concepts in Orthogonal Variability Description Mechanism [4]. Finally, the RM of Pohl et al. and the KobrA method are analyzed from these analysis perspectives. We believe that these results of the analysis provide essential guidance for improving existing RMs for SPL architecture or for defining new RMs for SPL architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The software product line (SPL) engineering is an approach to developing a family of software products based on the notion of common platform [1]. The SPL process consists of two phases: the domain engineering phase and the application engineering phase. The domain engineering phase produces a platform that contains commonality of the products as well as various assets which differ from product to product. As the domain engineering is a process that includes all stages of the conventional single product development, in the phase platform requirements are derived, platform architecture is designed, and platform implementation is realized. Then by applying bindings for products to the variability of the platform, requirements, architecture, and implementations for individual software products are produced. This approach often increases reuse dramatically and reduces time for developing software products significantly [2].

The SPL architecture reflects requirements of SPL and represents high level system design on which implementations of SPL are to be based. Unlike software architecture for single products, requirements of an SPL from which the SPL architecture should be design are the requirements of various products that constitute the SPL and define the scope of the SPL, which compels the SPL architecture to represent commonality as well as variability. Therefore, to represent commonality and variability syntactically and semantically, either new representation mechanisms (RMs) for the SPL architectures or extended version of the existing RMs for single product architectures are needed.

Among the various RMs suggested by the many SPL mechanisms for representing commonality and variability, the RMs that extend the UML notation or the feature model includes the works in [5, 6, 7]. They assign new meanings to the existing notations to support variability or use the existing extendible concepts of the traditional RMs. For example, the KobrA mechanism defines a new stereotype <<variant>>. Others suggested new RMs [1, 4]. Such new RMs are typically independent from the traditional RMs for single product architectures but are integrated with them orthogonally to represent variability. For example, Pohl et al. suggest a variability diagram that represents variability only and integrates it with the traditional RMs to represent SPL architecture.

Studying RMs is important because RMs reflect their developers’ views on the notions of commonality and variability. If various RMs are analyzed with appropriate structured perspectives, we can find strong points and weak points of those RMs and can come up with a guidance to improve on them.

In this paper, based on various concepts for representing variability from Orthogonal Variability Description Mechanism (OVM) [4], we derive perspectives for analysis. Then the two major RMs, i.e. that of Pohl et al.[1] and that of KobrA [5], are analyzed based on the perspectives. These two RMs represent the two ways of representing commonality and variability as the former uses a new and independent RM and the latter uses an extension of the UML notation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, related works are discussed. It contains the survey of RMs for the architecture of SPL and other related studies. In Section III, analysis perspectives are proposed. In Section IV, mechanisms to be analyzed are introduced. In Section V, analysis results are presented. Finally, Section VI is the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Scope of the Research

This research focuses on RMs for SPL architecture. The general SPL process we envisage is shown in Figure 1
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B. SPL Methods

Until recently, various methods have been introduced for solving various issues related to SPL. RM is a part of these methods and addresses issues related to commonality and variability of SPL. Although RM is important as explained in Section I, mechanisms and surveys that explicitly focus on RMs are rare. Therefore, for the analysis in this paper we extract from the existing methods the RMs for SPL architecture among their various aspects for SPL engineering. To do this, first we survey the existing methods, following the steps below:

Step 1-a) Find methods whose reference count is greater than 200.
Step 1-b) Examine survey papers on SPL methods.
Step 2) Select methods that contain RMs.
Step 3) Identify major methods on which various other methods are based and group these methods as variations of the major methods.

We proceed with both Step 1-a and Step 1-b simultaneously because Step 1-b complements Step 1-a. If We survey only the methods that have high reference count, it may not reflect recent methods.

In Step 2, we found approaches including RMs among results of Step 1-a. Finally, in Step 3, we identified major methods in Table II.

In Step 1-b, we examined surveys in Table 1 to get overall trends of methods for SPL. Chen et al. [9] surveyed 36 variability management approaches and classified them based on two criteria: key issues and hierarchical inheritance and 20 of these 36 approaches were classified as variability modeling. In Step 2, we found 13 approaches that considered variability representation among these 20 approaches. In Step 3, we identified Feature Model [7], Koalish [15] and Kumbang [16], KobrA [17], and COVAMOF [18] as major approaches.

In addition to Chen et al. [9], we examined two interesting surveys: Sinnema et al. [12] and Schobbens et al. [14] surveyed overall variability modeling techniques with focus that is broader and abstract than a RM. Also, it didn't cover representing commonality, which is the core of SPL artifacts.

Schobbens et al. investigated several variations of Feature Model [7]. It provided formal and generic semantics of a feature model, that can be applies to all variations of the feature model.

During our survey, we discovered that the feature model, which has many variations [9], was closer to the representation of a requirements engineering phase than the representation of an architecture phase. The feature model did not show architectural implication of representing variability and commonality.

RMs in methods, which are results of this survey, can be classified into two groups: integrated variability RM and orthogonal variability RM [9]. An integrated variability RM is an extension of existing RM for software architecture. As such RMs there are extension of UML [5,6] and formal ADLs (Architecture Description Languages) [16] to support SPL architecture.

On the other hand, an orthogonal variability RM explicitly divides a variability model from other models such as architectural models, requirements models, and so forth. This RM can then be used from a requirements engineering phase to an implementation phase because it is not bounded to a specific artifact. Pohl et al. [1] and Bachmann et al. [12] provide this kind of RM.
For this research, we select two mechanisms from this classification. First, we select the KobrA mechanism among the integrated variability RMs because KobrA is one of major methods to support SPL and provides precise definition of their RM and good practices. Second, we select Pohl et al. among orthogonal variability RMs as it includes a meta-model that precisely defines their RM and good examples of applying the RM.

III. THE ANALYSIS PERSPECTIVES

To analyze the two RMs with respect to SPL architecture, we use the concepts in OVDM for analysis perspectives. In this section, first, the concepts of OVDM are introduced in Sections III.A and III.B. Then, the analysis perspectives are presented in Sections III.C and III.D.

A. Orthogonal Variability Description Mechanism

OVDM was introduced in [4]. It defines an RM for representing commonality and variability. Although the name only mentions 'variability', it also covers commonality. OVDM is used to produce a Product Family Modeling Language (PFML) from a given Product Modeling Language (PML). Typically one would use for PMLs existing languages for modeling single software products. The other mechanism that goes with OVDM is Orthogonal Commonality Description Mechanism (OCDM), which is a mechanism for representing commonality in artifacts of SPL. OVDM and OCDM are concepts that can be applied to produce RMs for representing various artifacts such as requirements, architecture, implementation, and so forth at the product family level. However, in this paper we limit our discussion to SPL architecture. Figure 2 shows the OVDM's view on the relationship between the two kinds of RMs, i.e. one for commonality and the other for variability.

OVDM defines three variability types: optional, inclusive_or, and exclusive_or. Optional variability means that a variant can be selected or not for a VP. In the case of inclusive_or variability the number of selected variants for a VP can vary. In the case of exclusive_or variability only one variant can be selected for a VP among its variants.

B. Further Discussion on VP

VP belongs to the RM for commonality as well as the RM for variability. In contrast with common architectural elements, variants, and constraints that are inherited from the RMs for single products, VP is a newly introduced element of RMs for product families.

OVDM provides a classification of VPs depending on its variants and variability. The four different types of VPs are exemplified in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variability</th>
<th>Element VP</th>
<th>Collection VP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple VP</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Simple VP Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Collection VP Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex VP</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Complex VP Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Collection VP Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table III, the row is related to the number of places where variability occurs. If variation occurs at a single place, this place is a simple VP. On the other hand, if variability occurs at two or more places simultaneously, this is a complex VP. In both the examples in the Complex VP row, a VP contains two places of simultaneous variation.

The column of Table III is related to the number of variants that can be selected at once. If one variant can be selected at once, it is an element type VP. If a set of architectural elements can be selected at once as a single variant, it is a collection type VP. For example, if there is a car whose engine can be a gasoline engine, diesel engine, or another type of engine and only one type of engine can be selected, the engine is an element VP. However, if the car can select two different types of an engine at once to change them depending on situation, then the engine of this car makes a collection type VP.

This classification of VPs reflects a deep understanding of the notion of VP itself and gives a guidance when defining new RMs or improving existing RMs for modeling SPL architecture.
C. Analysis Perspectives

Based on the concepts of OVDM, analysis perspectives are derived. Analysis perspectives consist of the three categories: CM (Commonality Model), VP, and VM (Variability Model). Through these perspectives, we point out what the existing RMs are missing and make further discussion points. We think that this will help make sound and effective RMs. In the rest of this sub-section, explanation of each analysis perspective follows.

CM category is considered because RM for commonality is, together with RM for variability, one of the two axes to build the RM for SPL architecture as mentioned in Sections III.A and III.B. In CM category, there are two perspectives: Inclusion of VP and Construction of commonality expressing notation. Inclusion of VP shows if the SPL architecture can be clearly represented without causing confusion on commonality and variability by including VPs in a commonality model explicitly and regarding them as connection points to the variability model. Construction of commonality expressing notation checks if there are explicit semantics for common architectural elements.\(^1\)

VP category is considered as a major part of the RM for SPL architecture because it differentiates the SPL architecture from single software product architecture and connects a commonality model with a variability model. VP category consists of Simple Element Type, Simple Collection Type, Complex Element Type, and Complex Collection Type reflecting the four types that are explained in Section III.B. These four analysis perspectives together can show how an RM can adequately represent VPs.

Like the importance of CM, VM category is important because VM shows how an RM can represent variability in SPL architecture. VM Type shows whether the VM of an RM for SPL architecture is orthogonal or integrated to the traditional RM. On the other hand, VM Style shows whether the model is based on a graphical RM or a tabular RM for representing variability. Depending on VM Type and VM Style, representation way of VPs and variants in VM is determined.

D. Answer Space for Each Column of the Analysis Table

For each perspective in Table IV, Existence of Concept and Concept Modeling.

When analyzing each perspective in Table IV, Existence of Concept aspect shows existence of each perspective and how well an RM supports this perspective, if the RM supports it.

Concept Modeling aspect shows a concrete model where the RM supports a corresponding analysis perspective. Without this aspect, we cannot know if the analysis perspective of an RM is defined just conceptually or represented concretely in a specific model.

Finally, Remarks, which is the third column of Table IV, shows additional explanations that cannot be shown by Existence of Concept and Concept Modeling columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Answer space</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existence of Concept</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Defined or mentioned clearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Not defined, but possible to represent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not defined, and not possible to represent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Modeling</td>
<td>Names of a model</td>
<td>A model in which analysis perspective is represented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>Explanations or examples</td>
<td>Detail explanations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V shows the possible answers for each aspect to analyze each perspective in Table IV. Existence of Concept aspect has three possible answers: Explicit, Implicit, and No. Explicit means that the RM defines the corresponding analysis perspective and has a notation for the perspective. Implicit means that the corresponding analysis perspective is not defined, but it is implicitly supported by the RM. For example, although a RM does not mention Complex Element Type, this type can be expressed by notations provided by this RM. In this case, this RM supports the analysis perspective implicitly. No means that the RM does not define the relevant analysis perspective and it is not possible to represent it.

The answer of Concept Modeling aspect is the name of a model in which relevant analysis perspective is represented. For example, the mechanism of Pohl et al. represents commonality with VPs in a component framework. Then an answer for the Model column is ‘component framework’. In the Description column, detailed information and explanation about the corresponding analysis perspective is written.

In the case of VM type, VM style, and architectural binding to Product, answer spaces for Existence of Concept are different from those in Table V. Table VI shows them. For Existence of Concept for VM type, there are two answers: orthogonal and integrated.
Orthogonal VM is a VM that is used through all architectural artifacts. It provides a separate diagram (or model) for representing variability and maps it to traditional architectural artifacts. On the other hand, Integrated VM extends existing RMs by assigning new or extended semantics.

Existence of Concept for VM style is graphical or tabular. Graphical means that a RM provides graphical notations. On the other hand, Tabular means a form of tables and textual notations.

Architectural Binding to Product has three possible answers: precisely defined, loosely defined, and no. Precisely defined means it provides explicit mechanisms to represent architectural bindings for each planned product. On the other hand, loosely defined means that RM does not provide explicit mechanisms although it has the concept of the architectural binding to products. Finally, no means that the notion of binding is not addressed.

IV. ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE ARCHITECTURE REPRESENTATION MECHANISMS

A. The Representation Mechanism of Pohl et al.

The mechanism of Pohl et al. introduced in [1] provides a guidance to build SPL with respect to the overall process and documentation. It covers domain engineering and application engineering from the requirements phase to the implementation phase. It emphasizes management of variability throughout the overall process. Therefore, OVM, which is a RM of Pohl et al. for documenting commonality and variability, supports domain engineering process orthogonally.

OVM provides a special diagram for documenting variability called a variability diagram. Elements of the variability diagram are VPs, variants, and constraints. They are mapped to elements of all kinds of artifacts produced during software development. For example, an OVM diagram can be mapped to a feature model, a list of requirements, architecture diagrams, and so forth. Figure 3 shows an example.

Pohl et al. also suggest a component framework to represent commonality. OVM defines a component framework that is a set of components and plug-in locations, which are same with VPs [1].

B. The KobrA Representation Mechanism

KobrA was derived from this problem of PuLSE™. This is a ready-to-use customization of PuLSE™ [11]. Therefore, KobrA provides detailed techniques from initializing SPL to documenting variability and commonality.

For documenting variability and commonality, KobrA extends UML notation by assigning new semantics to stereotype <<variant>>, which is interpreted as a VP or a variant depending on the relevant decision model.

In KobrA, decision model is used for complementing insufficient graphical notation. Decision model defines VPs, constraints, and resolutions. Resolution denotes the same notion as binding.

Table VII shows the results of analyzing the mechanism of KobrA representation perspective.
included in CM category of table VII, Pohl et al. define the CM explicitly using a component framework, which includes VPs as plug-in locations, which are represented by dotted lines. In addition, Pohl et al. show Construction of commonality expressing notation analysis perspective by assigning common semantics to traditional architectural notations. Figure 6 shows an example of a component framework.

In Figure 6, User Control Manager component, Authentication Manager component and their interfaces are common. User Control Plug-in component, Authentication Plug-in component, and an interface of Authentication Plug-in are VPs.

With respect to four analysis perspectives included in VP category of Table VII, Pohl et al. can explicitly represent a simple element type and a simple collection type. Pohl et al. explicitly define three kinds of variability. So it can support simple collection type and complex collection type by combinations of these three kinds of variability: exclusive_or, inclusive_or, and optional. Figure 7 shows simple collection type VP.

This representation shows that \{Camera Surveillance, Cullet Detection\}, \{Motion Sensors, Cullet Detection\}, \{Camera Surveillance\}, and \{Motion Sensors\} are variants for this VP in the mechanism of Pohl et al. There is no indirect way to represent this simple collection type and all notations are used as they are intended. Therefore, the mechanism of Pohl et al. can represent simple collection type explicitly.

However, in the case of complex element type and complex collection type, the mechanism of Pohl et al. can only represent them implicitly by using constraints among VPs and variants. It is because there is no notation for a set of VPs, which is necessary to represent complex element type and complex collection type.

Although there is no notation for a set of VPs, the mechanism of Pohl et al. can represent a collection type by using constraints among VPs and variants.

**VM type** analysis perspective included in VM category of Table VII is orthogonal. OVM, which is a variability model of Pohl et al., can be used through all artifacts of SPL architecture without changing any notation.

**VM style** analysis perspective included in VM category is graphical. Notations using in VM of Pohl et al. only include graphical notations.

Concerning the Architectural Binding to Product analysis perspective, Pohl et al. loosely define it because there is no representation mechanism for representing products that will be produced by SPL although it explains what the architectural binding to products is and how it will be achieved.

### B. The KobrA Representation Mechanism

Table VIII shows the results of analyzing the KobrA mechanism. In terms of CM category of table VIII, the KobrA mechanism defines the CM by using the UML user defined stereotype \<<variant>>. As explained in Section IV.B, this stereotype can be interpreted as a VP or a variant depending on the decision table. Therefore, Inclusion of VP analysis perspective is implicitly mentioned in the KobrA mechanism like \<<variant>> elements are implicitly regarded as VPs.

According to Muthig et al.[17], Construction of commonality expressing notation analysis perspective is explicit because semantics of all elements used in UML models of KobrA are explicitly extended to common meanings.

With respect to four analysis perspectives included in VP category of Table VIII, KobrA represents four types of VPs by using a decision model. In the decision model, each VP is resolved by two choices: yes or no. Effects of each resolution are written in informal languages. For example, in Figure 5, if the Camera Surveillance class is resolved as yes, then \<<variant>> stereotype on it is deleted and a decision whose ID is 2 is resolved to no.
Figure 8. A Web Application and its Decision Table

Table VIII: Analysis Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Variation Point</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Does the system support a web application?</td>
<td>JSP Web Site, Java Servlet</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>resolve decision 2: yes resolve decision 3: yes resolve decision 4: no resolve decision 5: no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is JSP Web Site needed?</td>
<td>JSP Web Site</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>remove stereotype &lt;&lt;variant&gt;&gt; from JSP Web Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Is Java Servlet needed?</td>
<td>Java Servlet</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>remove stereotype &lt;&lt;variant&gt;&gt; from Java Servlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. The Decision Model for Figure 7

With KobrA, simple element type VP can explicitly be represented because the decision model includes a VP, which indicates a place where variability occurs. In addition, each variant of this VP is a single architectural element.

Complex element type VP can be implicitly represented as in Figure 8. In Figure 8, the decision 1 implies a complex element VP.

However, it is very hard to represent simple collection type and complex collection type VP with KobrA because there is only two ways to resolve a VP. Therefore, representing a set of architectural elements as a variant should be done in the Effect column of a decision table. It requires lots of complex representations written by natural languages. Figure 9 shows a representation of a collection VP. Although complex, representing a collection VP by KobrA is possible. Therefore, answers of Existence of Concept column for Simple Collection Type and Complex Collection Type of Table VIII are Implicit.

VM type analysis perspective included in VM category of Table VIII is Orthogonal because the decision model is used through all processes of SPL. In addition, VM style analysis perspective included in VM category of Table VIII is Tabular as Figures 8 and 9 show.

With respect to Architectural Binding to Products analysis perspective of Table VIII, KobrA is loosely defined. Although KobrA defines a set of products at the beginning of domain engineering, it does not provide an explicit RM for SPL architecture.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzed the two RMs for SPL architecture, that of Pohl et al. and that of KobrA. For this analysis, we first derived analysis perspectives from the various concepts in OVDm [4]. With these perspectives, we could arrive at several findings.

In the perspectives of CM category, Pohl et al. allow VPs and common architectural elements to be explicitly expressed in its CM. On the other hand, the definition of VP in the CM of KobrA is implicit and it is difficult to separate out VM from CM because VPs in the CM are regarded as VPs or variants depending on its context.

In terms of VP of Table IV, the complex element type and the complex collection type of VPs are not explicitly supported by the two analyzed RMs. It often forces designers to use notations in undefined new ways to express them.

With respect to VM of Table IV, both OVM and KobrA maintain it orthogonally. They use separate VMs, which can be used with all kinds of architectural artifacts without changing their notations. However, their VM styles are different. While the mechanism of Pohl et al. uses graphical notations, KobrA uses a tabular notation.

In terms of architectural binding to product analysis perspective, both define their architectural bindings loosely. Although both define what architectural binding is and how architectural binding can be done, there is no representation mechanism that can indicate which variant belongs to which product.

We believe that these results of the analysis provide essential guidance for improving existing RMs for SPL architecture or for defining new RMs for SPL architecture.

For future work, we will extend this analysis research to other well-known SPL mechanisms including Bachmann et al. [12] and Gomaa's mechanism[6]. By extending target mechanisms to analyze, we can gain a better insight into a good representation mechanism for SPL architecture.
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TABLE VII. THE SUMMARY RESULTS OF ANALYZING THE MECHANISM OF POHL ET AL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis Perspectives</th>
<th>Existence of Concept</th>
<th>Concept Modeling</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Inclusion of VP</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Component framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Construction of commonality expressing notation</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Component framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Element Type</td>
<td>Orthogonal Variability Model</td>
<td>Notations for representing a Simple type of VPs are explicitly defined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Element Type</td>
<td>Orthogonal Variability Model</td>
<td>No notation for representing a set of VPs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Collection Type</td>
<td>Orthogonal Variability Model</td>
<td>No notation for representing a set of VPs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Binding to Product</td>
<td>Loosely defined</td>
<td>Orthogonal Variability Model</td>
<td>Defining the concept of the binding, but not for each planned products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII. THE SUMMARY RESULTS OF ANALYZING THE KOBRA MECHANISM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis Perspectives</th>
<th>Existence of Concept</th>
<th>Concept Modeling</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Inclusion of VP</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>UML models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Construction of commonality expressing notation</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>The decision model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Element Type</td>
<td>Orthogonal Variability Model</td>
<td>Notations for resolution, variation point, and effect column of a decision model support a Simple Element type of VPs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Element Type</td>
<td>Orthogonal Variability Model</td>
<td>Not defined explicitly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Collection Type</td>
<td>Orthogonal Variability Model</td>
<td>Not defined explicitly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Binding to Product</td>
<td>Loosely defined</td>
<td>The decision model</td>
<td>Defined the concept of the binding, but not for each planned products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>